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SPECIAL VISIT

Harry L. Hussmann family visits Bridgeton facility
On September 8, 2017, more than 100 years after his great grandfather founded the Harry L.
Hussmann Butchers’ Supply Company, Harry L. Hussmann IV walked through the front door of
the Hussmann Bridgeton facilities. Harry was accompanied by his wife, Amy, and his father
(grandson of Harry L.), Tom G. Hussmann, and his wife, Julia. “We thought about visiting St.
Louis and Hussmann Corporation many times,” said Harry. “We decided that now was a good
time to do it.” Read more.

The Hussmann family with one of the
company’s early merchandisers on display in
the Hussmann foyer.

NEW PRODUCTS

Self-contained, reach-in bottom mount companion merchandisers
For matching side-by-side displays of frozen products, dairy, deli, beverages, and wine
Hussmann’s new VRL and VRM cases are perfect companions for your frozen, dairy, deli, beverage and
wine merchandising needs. The cases offer a contemporary design and increased efficiency to help
reduce energy consumption and life cycle costs, and use R290, an environmentally-friendly hydrocarbon
refrigerant for low environmental impact.


2 Door Med Temp, 3 Door Med Temp, 3 Door Low Temp





Contemporary styling for maximum attention on merchandising

consistent air volume - produces less heat, reduces energy



Additional 4” of glass for increased visibility inside the case

consumption, provides greater reliability



Environmentally-friendly R290 hydrocarbon refrigerant has zero



Bottom-mounted condensing unit for easy maintenance

ozone depletion potential and 3 GWP (Global Warming



UL/ETL, NSF Type II and DOE 2017 certified

Potential)

Read more.

State-of-the-art evaporator and condenser fan motors for more

MD4060DA self-contained, multi-deck medium temperature merchandiser
Enhanced product visibility, convenience, and innovation for beverage, dairy, deli, and
produce applications
The MD4060DA offers enhanced product visibility with glass ends for side views, and vertical LED lighting for
evenly illuminated merchandise throughout display area. Designed with safety and convenience in mind, the
case features heavy-duty, anti-microbial door handles, easy access to display levels for merchandising or
shopping, an easy to clean interior and exterior, and an easy to service slide out condensing unit. Innovative
features include timer controlled automatic defrost and thermometer, state-of-the-art honeycomb discharge air
system to ensure even temperature and maximum efficiency, and adjustable temperature control. Read more.

SPECIALTY

Q-Series high volume vertical glass service products
With the industry growth trends of fresh, prepared foods, and smaller footprint stores, the new Q Series high volume vertical glass offerings
allow retailers to maximize their creative merchandising options with shelves, steps, pedestals and loaf racks.





Stunning product visibility - All glass display and FocalPoint™ adjustable multidirectional canopy lighting
Vertical glass cube design - Allows for interchangeable merchandising solutions: single shelf, two or three shelf, bulk or step display
Reduced maintenance - With elimination of lift-up glass hardware
Variety of lengths: 4’, 8’, and 12’ lengths

Q4-DV High Volume Multi-Deck Service Merchandiser
with Vertical Glass for Deli Applications

Q4-BV High Volume Multi-Deck Service Merchandiser
with Vertical Glass for Bakery Applications
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